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Abstract
The NISTmAb Reference Material (RM) 8671 is intended to be an industry standard monoclonal antibody for pre-competitive
harmonization of best practices and designing next generation characterization technologies for identity, quality, and stability
testing. It must therefore embody the quality and characteristics of a typical biopharmaceutical product and be available long-term
in a stable format with consistent product quality attributes. A stratified sampling and analysis plan using a series of qualified
analytical and biophysical methods is described that assures RM 8671 meets these criteria. Results for the first three lots of RM
8671 highlight the consistency of material attributes with respect to size, charge, and identity. RM 8671 was verified to be
homogeneous both within and between vialing lots, demonstrating the robustness of the lifecycle management plan. It was
analyzed in concert with the in-house primary sample 8670 (PS 8670) to provide a historical link to this seminal material. RM
8671 was verified to be fit for its intended purpose as a technology innovation tool, external system suitability control, and cross-
industry harmonization platform.
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Introduction

The NISTmAbReferenceMaterial (RM) 8671 is intended as a
product-agnostic control to support biopharmaceutical inno-
vation, and was therefore developed under a quality system of

similar rigor to marketed biotechnology products. Quality of
biotechnology products is defined as the suitability of the drug
substance or drug product for its intended use [1]. This term
includes product quality attributes such as quantity, identity,
biological activity, and purity. Appropriate specification set-
ting to ensure quality for biotechnology products must be
underpinned by rigorous characterization of physicochemical,
biophysical, and immunochemical properties [2]. The most
immediate utility of the NISTmAb is for physicochemical/
biophysical analysis technology development, method con-
trol, and harmonization of best practices. An expansive and
continuously growing historical characterization dataset has
been compiled as a foundation for these intended uses [3–8],
a subset of which has been refined and qualified for quality
monitoring [9–12], and used herein for quality attribute value
assignment as part of the NISTmAb lifecycle management
plan.

An RM must be established to be fit for its intended use in
measurement or in examination of nominal properties,
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sufficiently homogeneous and stable with respect to specified
properties, and available long-term with consistent product
quality attributes to serve as a sustainable industry standard.
Property values may be assigned to a given RM through a
variety of measurement modes, the results of which influence
the value designation (certified, reference, or informational as
described in) [10, 13]. A series of method-specific protocols,
each of which has been recognized by the community as com-
mon measurement methods for mAbs, were qualified to be
suitable for NISTmAb measurement in the preceding papers
of this series using the in-house NISTmAb primary sample
(PS 8670) [9–12]. The physicochemical property values were
then assigned to each individual lot of RM 8671 using the
qualified methods and a stratified sampling and analysis plan,
thereby allowing simultaneous evaluation of intra-lot homo-
geneity. The following discussion also shows inter-lot homo-
geneity with respect to each property value through analysis of
three lots of RM 8671. The consistent performance of each lot
provides confidence that the designated process and lifecycle
management plan will produce consistent product quality at-
tributes for current and future lots of RM 8671.

The NISTmAb RM 8671 is intended to be a widely avail-
able metric used to evaluate current capabilities and compare
emerging technologies to define analytical and biophysical
capabilities. Each individual lot of RM 8671, shown herein
to demonstrate minimal variation in product quality attributes,
is accompanied by a lot-specific Report of Investigation that
describes the properties of the RM and its intended use. The
current publication series is a thorough expansion on the RM
8671 Report of Investigation, and affords an opportunity to
report more detailed procedures and results obtained from the
value assignment exercise. This comprehensive report is a
necessity to demonstrate RM quality, fully describe current
state-of-the-art measurement capabilities, and serves as a
means to continually evaluate best practices, promote innova-
tive approaches, and inform regulatory paradigms as technol-
ogy advances.

Materials and methods

NISTmAb PS 8670 and RM 8671Vialing of NISTmAb primary
sample (PS) 8670 and RM 8671 (lots 14HB-D-001, 14HB-D-
002, and 14HB-D-003) are described in the first publication of
this series [10]. Samples from each RM 8671 lot for homoge-
neity and value assignment, thaw/freeze (T/F) stability, and
accelerated stability analysis were reserved as indicated in
the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM).

UV-vis optical absorbance analysis To establish homogeneity
and assign reference values, ten vials were analyzed from each
of lot 14HB-D-001, 14HB-D-002, and 14HB-D-003 for a
total of thirty vials (no intra-vial replicates). Thaw/freeze

stability with respect to concentration was assessed using vials
from lot 14HB-D-001 that had undergone 1 or 5 thaw/freeze
cycles at either −80 °C or −20 °C, for a total of four (4) vials.
The zero time point and three vials from the 1, 7, and 28 day
time points were evaluated from each accelerated stability
temperature (4 °C, room temperature, and 40 °C).

Reference value assignment was performed using a nomi-
nal 0.5 mm path length cuvette from Starna Cells, Inc.
(Atascadero, CA) and constructed from Spectrosil fused silica.
Primary decadic attenuance measurements, which is analo-
gous to absorbance except without light scatter correction, of
the mAb were measured using the NIST Material
M e a s u r e m e n t L a b o r a t o r y (MML ) T r a n s f e r
Spectrophotometer (Cary 6000i spectrometer (Agilent)).
Traceability is to the decadic logarithm of the derived
International System of Units (SI unit) of regular spectral
transmittance (expressed as decadic attenuance) via the na-
tional reference instrument for optical absorbance (HAS-2)
[14, 15]. Traceability is achieved using transfer standards
SRMs 2034 Holmium Oxide Solution Wavelength Standard
(240 nm to 650 nm); 930, 1930 and 2930 Glass Filters for
Spectrophotometry; and 2031 Metal-on Fused–Silica Neutral
Density Filters (250 nm to 635 nm). Calibration of the wave-
length scale was done using SRM 2034. The Cary instrument
was allowed to warm up for 30 min before measurements
were taken to stabilize the UV lamp. The instrument was
operated in double beam mode with a decreased slit height,
temperature of 22 °C, and a spectral bandwidth of 0.8 nm,
which are the typical operation conditions used to match the
HAS II reference spectrophotometer. The decadic attenuance
spectra were measured from 240 nm to 340 nm, at a scan rate
of 20 nm/min and wavelength interval of 0.5 nm.

Decadic attenuance measurements at 280 nm (D280) of the
samples were made using the same cuvette as the blank (for-
mulation buffer prepared as indicated in ESM). Note that the
NISTmAb sample was measured directly without further di-
lution or other preparation steps. The Blank D280 was
subtracted from each RM sample D280 to provide a
Corrected D280 (Dcorr). Concentration of the NISTmAb was
determined utilizing a theoretical extinction coefficient (ε) of
1.42 (mL mg−1 cm−1) [16]. The equation used for calculation
of the concentration (C) was

C ¼ Dcorr

ε∙b
ð1Þ

with a path length (b) of 0.05092 cm.

Physicochemical methods Capillary zone electrophoresis
(CZE), size exclusion chromatography (SEC), reducing sodi-
um dodecyl sulfate capillary electrophoresis (rCE-SDS), and
non-reducing sodium dodecyl sulfate capillary electrophoresis
(nrCE-SDS) were performed according to the qualified
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methods as described in publications 2 and 3 of this series
[11, 12]. To establish homogeneity and assign reference
values, one 150 μL vial fraction (prepared as described in
the ESM) was analyzed from three racks (racks 1, 50, 90) of
each lot of RM 8671 (n = 3 vials per lot). The standard
protocol for each lot was to perform triplicate repeatability
on one vial and individual measurements on two additional
vials for physicochemical value assignment. In some cases,
deviations from this sampling sequencewere required to allow
analysis of all three lots within 24 h as described in ESM.
Thaw/Freeze stability samples were analyzed from lot
14HB-D-001 vials that had undergone 1 or 5 thaw/freeze cy-
cles at either −80 °C or −20 °C, for a total of 4 samples.
Accelerated stability samples were analyzed from lot 14HB-
D-001 vials that had undergone incubation at 4 °C, room
temperature, or 40 °C for zero, 7, or 28 days for a total of 7
samples; an additional time point of 1 day at each temperature
was analyzed by SEC. Method performance was evaluated on
the day of analysis by injections of the method-specific instru-
ment quality control standard (IQ) and PS 8670 as the system
suitability standard that bracketed injections of RM 8671. The
generic injection sequence was: Blank - IQ - PS 8670 - test
samples (no more than 10) - IQ - PS 8670 – Blank, and was
repeated as necessary to analyze all samples. Instrument qual-
ification and system suitability controls were required to pass
method performance criteria as outlined during method qual-
ification [11, 12]. Data analysis for each method was per-
formed as described in the requisite qualification paper [9,
11, 12]. Combined standard uncertainty (uc) for RM 8671
samples were calculated as described in ESM. The combined
standard uncertainty is intended to represent, at the level of
one standard deviation, the effect of the combined compo-
nents of uncertainty including Type A measurement uncer-
tainty and Type B components related to intermediate preci-
sion as observed during method qualification.

Informational value methods Flow imaging (FI) and dynamic
light scattering (DLS) were performed according to the opti-
mized methods described in publication 3 of this series [12].
To establish homogeneity and assign informational values, six
vials (two obtained from each rack numbered 1, 50, and 90)
from each of lot 14HB-D-001, 14HB-D-002 and 14HB-D-
003 were analyzed by FI. Three vials from each lot 14HB-
D-001, 14HB-D-002 and 14HB-D-003 were used for homo-
geneity assessment by DLS. A total of twelve vials were eval-
uated from the 14HB-D-001 lot that had undergone 1 or 5
thaw/freeze cycles at either −80 °C or at −20 °C. The same
number of vials containing PS 8670, stressed in an identical
fashion, was also used for comparison. A total of 22 vials from
the 14HB-D-001 lot were used for a stability study. This sam-
ple set contained the following: four zero time point vials, six
vials stored at 4 °C for 7 days or 28 days, six vials stored at
room temperature for 7 days or 28 days, and six vials stored at

40 °C for 7 days or 28 days. The formulation buffer (described
in ESM) alone was also stressed under the same conditions
and assessed for subvisible particle concentration. Method
performance was evaluated on the day of analysis by injection
of the method-specific instrument quality control standard
(IQ) and PS 8670 as the system suitability standard. Data
collection and analysis for each method was performed as
described previously [12].

Identity Peptide mapping using reversed phase ultrahigh per-
formance liquid chromatography coupled to UV-Visible and
tandem mass spectrometry detection (LC-UV-MS/MS) was
used to confirm the primary amino acid sequence. LC-UV-
MS/MS was performed according to the method as described
in publication 4 of this series [9]. To confirm identity, one
150 μL vial fraction (prepared as described in ESM) was
analyzed from rack 1 of each lot of RM 8671 (14HB-D-001,
14HB-D-002, 14HB-D-003). Method performance was eval-
uated on the day of analysis by parallel sample preparation
and analysis of PS 8670. Data collection and analysis for each
method was performed as described previously [9].

Results

Reference values

UV-vis optical absorbance analysis Concentration of protein
material is often determined using UV-Visible spectrophotom-
etry wherein the measured absorbance is assumed to be equiv-
alent to the decadic attenuance. The decadic attenuance, D, is
computed as the negative logarithm (base 10) of the transmit-
tance, and is analogous to absorbance except for the inclusion
of scattering and luminescence effects upon the radiant power
exiting the sample [17]. Concentrations reported herein are
based on decadic attenuance at 280 nm (D280) with no scatter
or luminescence correction. Although the use of decadic
attenuance results in an Bapparent concentration,^ it is most
reflective of the experiments commonly performed by the end
user (e.g. no scatter or luminescence correction). It should be
noted, however, that the D320 has been reported as a means to
correct for scattering at 280 nm [18]. Proteins absorb little to
no light at 320 nm, and therefore the D320 represents scattered
rather than absorbed light. Correction at 280 nm is performed
via the Rayleigh scattering equation (intensity of scattered
light is proportional to λ−4). This correction becomes increas-
ingly important under formulation conditions inducing colloi-
dal instability. In the current study, D320was determined to be
0.00222, 0.00287, and 0.00184 (14HB-D-001, 14HB-D-002,
14HB-D-003, respectively) absorbance units which represents
a small contribution and is in agreement with the low level of
particulates observed using flow imaging as discussed below.
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Representative spectra for the Formulation Buffer (∙∙∙∙∙∙)
and NISTmAb RM 8671 (∙ − ∙ − ∙ − ∙) can be seen in Fig. 1.
Figure 1 also depicts a representative blank-subtracted
(corrected) NISTmAb spectrum (───). This spectrum dis-
plays decadic attenuance characteristic of a protein, with an
apex of absorption at ≈280 nm.

The corrected decadic attenuance at 280 nm (Dcorr) for
each sample was calculated by subtracting the mean D280
blank measurement from each sample D280 measurement.
Intra-vial measurement repeatability was evaluated by
performing triplicate analyses from the same vial of lot
14HB-D-001 and resulted in a Coefficient of Variation (CV)
of 0.065% (based on the standard deviation of the measured
decadic attenuance, SDD). The inter-vial homogeneity (n = 10
vials per lot) resulted in a CVof 0.090%, 0.176%, and 0.137%
(based on SDD for lots D-001, D-002, and D-003 respective-
ly); only slightly larger than the intra-vial precision. There was
no apparent trend in the data with respect to vial/rack position
within a lot or when plotted against the sequence in which the
samples were prepared. Similar results were found for each of
the three lots, indicating the vial filling process was homoge-
neous across all racks from an individual lot.

Reference decadic attenuance values determined for each
lot of NISTmAb are given in Table S2 in the ESM. The com-
bined standard uncertainty associated with the Dcorr measure-
ment includes multiple contributions as described in the ESM
[14, 15]. Metrological traceability is to the decadic logarithm
of the derived unit of regular spectral transmittance through
the NIST Transfer Spectrophotometer (TS), which is qualified
against the HAS II National Spectrophotometer via control
standard SRM 2031 at 280 nm. The Dcorr reference values
reflect measurements conducted using the specific quartz cu-
vette (b = 0.05092 cm). In an effort to report a more universal
reference value amenable to direct comparison with other

spectrophotometric determinations (e.g. alternative path
length and/or dilutions), Dcorr was further used along with
Eq. 1 to calculate reference mass concentration values report-
ed in Table S3 (see ESM).

The reference values listed in Table S3 (see ESM) and Fig. 2
are based specifically on measured decadic total attenuance at
280 nm assuming a theoretical extinction coefficient (ε) of 1.42
(mL mg−1 cm−1) [16]. The extinction coefficient was calculat-
ed according to the method reported by Pace et al. [19], and
further corrected for glycan mass fraction via a correction fac-
tor of 0.977 [16]. Uncertainty associated with the theoretical
extinction coefficient has not been fully evaluated; therefore
the reported value is not traceable to the SI unit of mass. A
comprehensive uncertainty budget is reported in the ESM such
that a future experimental determination of ε may be incorpo-
rated if deemed necessary via stakeholder feedback. The com-
bined standard uncertainty provided in Table S3 (see ESM) is
intended to represent, at the level of one standard deviation, the
effect of the combined components of uncertainty including
Type A measurement uncertainty and Type B components re-
lated to the analysis, consistent with the International
Standards Organization/Joint Committee for Guides in
Metrology (ISO/JCGM) Guide [20]. Each of the three 14HB-
D lots were measured to have a concentration to within ±2uc of
one another (Fig. 2) which demonstrates that good inter-lot
reproducibility was achieved. These data indicate the lifecycle
management plan using bulk homogenization produced highly
reproducible lots, and therefore future lots of RM 8671 are
expected to be consistent with respect to concentration.

Physicochemical reference values

Physicochemical methods: Capillary zone electrophoresis
(CZE) NISTmAb charge heterogeneity was evaluated by the

Fig. 1 Representative spectra obtained for the Formulation Buffer blank
(∙∙∙∙∙∙), NISTmAb RM 8671 14HB-D-002 (∙ − ∙ − ∙ − ∙), and the blank-
subtracted (corrected) NISTmAb spectrum (───)

Fig. 2 Mean concentration determined for each lot of NISTmAb using
UV-Vis spectrophotometry. Error bars represent ±2uc based on statistical
treatment of data as described in ESM (n = 10 for RM 8671 lots, n = 2 for
PS 8670)
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qualified CZE assay [12], wherein mAb charge variants are
separated according to differential electrophoretic mobility in
free solution within a uniform electric field applied across a
buffer-filled fused silica capillary. The results of the CZE anal-
ysis of RM 8671 were consistent in all salient features to those
observed previously with PS 8670, having three charge
groups: the main group, which comprises the majority of the
sample; the basic variants, which migrate toward the cathode
more rapidly than the main group; and the acidic variants,
which migrate toward the cathode less rapidly than the main
charge group [11]. The charge purity of the NISTmAb is given
as the relative abundance of the main charge group with re-
spect to all detected charge species. The results for RM 8671
compared to PS 8670method qualification results are present-
ed in Table S6 (see ESM) and Fig. 3.

The inter-vial homogeneity of the three lots of RM 8671
was assessed from the CZE data. The CV for main peak purity
is less than 0.2% in each of the lots as calculated from the
results listed in ESM Table S6. Standard deviation calculated
for intra-vial variation compared to inter-vial variation on the
raw data for main peak purity was also nearly identical (e.g.
intra-vial SD = 0.109 vs. inter-vial SD = 0.131 for lot 14HB-
D-001 main peak purity). Collectively this indicates inter-vial
homogeneity with respect to charge purity was achieved.

The three lots of RM 8671 were found to conform to pre-
viously observed results for PS 8670 for all charge parameters
whose values (ESM Table S6) agreed to within ±3uc, as
shown in Fig. 3 for the main peak purity. The one-way two-
tailed ANOVA, however, did reveal a minor difference from
PS 8670. RM 8671 lots were found to contain slightly in-
creased basic variants (≈1%) relative to PS 8670. This differ-
ence may be attributable to expected minor variations in the
cellular expression/production of batches of material used for
PS 8670 versus RM 8671. The three lots originating from the

homogenized bulk (RM 8671), however, were shown to be
consistent with one another in terms of main peak purity, basic
variant relative abundance, and acidic peak relative abun-
dance. Figure 3 demonstrates that good inter-lot reproducibil-
ity was achieved for each of the three 14HB-D lots, and that
eachmaterial was observed to have main peak purity to within
±3uc of one another. Despite a small decrease in apparent
charge purity versus PS 8670, it is the consistency of the
commercial (RM 8671) lots that are important in ensuring a
consistent product to stakeholders, which the current data in-
dicate will be true considering the statistical equivalence of all
three commercial lots. The current data suggest that the bulk
homogenization method used to produce the RM 8671 lots
was successful in homogenizing any minor process related
variability (e.g. C-terminal lysine occupancy) and produced
highly consistent, reproducible lots, thereby ensuring long
term consistency in product quality attributes.

Physicochemical methods: Size exclusion chromatography
(SEC) The size heterogeneity and monomeric purity of
NISTmAb RM 8671 were analyzed under non-denaturing
conditions by SEC with UV detection according to the qual-
ified protocol [12]. The resultant chromatograms for all three
RM 8671 lots were consistent in all salient features to that
observed previouslywith PS 8670. The parameters considered
were monomeric purity (main peak relative area), high molec-
ular weight (HMW) relative area (RA), and low molecular
weight (LMW) RA. Figure 4 and Table S7 (see ESM) present
results for PS 8670 during method qualification [12] com-
pared to the results during value assignment for RM 8671.
The CV for monomeric purity is approximately 0.1% in each
of the individual lots as calculated from the results listed in
ESM Table S7. Standard deviation calculated for intra-vial
replicates compared to inter-vial variation on the raw data
for main peak purity was also nearly identical (e.g. intra-vial
SD = 0.049 vs. inter-vial SD = 0.049 for lot 14HB-D-001 mo-
nomeric purity). Collectively this indicates inter-vial homoge-
neity with respect to monomeric purity was achieved for each
individual lot.

It is clear from Fig. 4 that RM 8671 does not conform to the
values determined for PS 8670. The relative area of the mono-
mer has decreased from ≈98.7% in PS 8670 to ≈96.7% in RM
8671 and the relative area of the high molecular weight spe-
cies has increased from ≈1% to ≈3% (ESMTable S7). Despite
a small increase in the % HMW versus PS 8670, the three lots
of RM 8671 were shown to be consistent with one another in
terms of monomeric purity, high molecular weight relative
area and low molecular weight relative area. Figure 4 demon-
strates that good inter-lot reproducibility was achieved for
each of the three 14HB-D lots, and that each material was
observed to contain % monomer, % HMW, and % LMW to
within ±3uc of one another. Alterations in the homogenization
and vial filling process and/or an increased presence of HMW

Fig. 3 Homogeneity of RM 8671 lots by charge purity measured by
CZE. Error bars represent ±3uc based on ANOVA analysis for each lot
(n = 3 for RM 8671 lots) or from intermediate precision data for PS 8670
Qualification [11]
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species in one of the constituent batches, versus the PS 8670
material, are thought to have resulted in the increased HMW
species. Despite a small increase in the % HMW versus PS
8670, it is the inter-lot homogeneity of the commercial (RM
8671) lots that is important in ensuring a consistent product to
stakeholders, which the current data indicate will be true con-
sidering the statistical equivalence of all three commercial lots
with respect to aggregates based on SEC.

Physicochemical methods: Capillary electrophoresis-sodium
dodecyl sulfate (CE-SDS) CE-SDS is the micro electrophoretic
analogue of traditional slab-gel size-based separations (e.g.
SDS-PAGE). Analytes are complexed with SDS and injected
into a narrow-bore glass capillary filled with an uncrosslinked
polymer sieving matrix. A high voltage applied across the
capillary drives the anionic SDS complexes toward the detec-
tion window; their migration is retarded in a size-dependent
manner by differential interaction with the sieving matrix.

NISTmAb RM 8671 monomeric purity was measured by
CE-SDS under non-reducing conditions (nrCE-SDS) accord-
ing to the qualified method protocol [12]. Glycan occupancies
of the heavy chain and relative abundance of non-reducible
species were measured by CE-SDS under reducing conditions
(rCE-SDS) according to the qualified method protocol [12].
The electropherograms of the CE-SDS analyses of RM 8671
were consistent in all salient features to that observed previ-
ously with PS 8670 [12]. The results for RM 8671 compared
to PS 8670 method qualification results are presented in
Table S8 (see ESM) and Fig. 5. In addition to the calculated
physicochemical reference values listed in ESM Table S8, it
was determined that method performance (migration times
and relative abundance) of individual, resolved components
(monomer, light chain, heavy chain, etc.) may be useful to the
stakeholder in comparing performance of orthogonal assays
likely to be developed with the NISTmAb. Therefore addi-
tional Tables S9, S10, S11, and S12 are included in the ESM
for PS 8670 (from the qualification exercise) and RM 8671
lots 14HB-D-001, 14HB-D-002, and 14HB-D-003
respectively.

Inter-vial homogeneity of the three lots of RM 8671 was
also evaluated for each lot using CE-SDS. The CV for mono-
meric purity ranges from 0.3% to 0.8% calculated from the
results listed in ESM Table S8. Standard deviation calculated
for intra-vial variation compared to inter-vial variation on the
raw data for main peak purity was also similar (e.g. intra-vial
SD = 0.053 vs. inter-vial SD = 0.137 for lot 14HB-D-001 mo-
nomeric purity). An F-test for equivalence of variance con-
firmed the standard uncertainties were statistically similar.
Collectively these indicate inter-vial homogeneity with re-
spect to monomeric purity was achieved.

Fig. 4 Homogeneity of RM 8671 lots by monomeric purity (top panel)
and high molecular weight relative area (bottom panel), measured by
SEC. Error bars represent ±3uc based on ANOVA analysis for each lot
(n = 3 for RM 8671 lots) or from intermediate precision data for PS 8670
Qualification [12]

Fig. 5 Homogeneity of RM 8671 lots bymonomeric purity, measured by
nrCE-SDS. The measured range for PS 8670 during qualification is
included for comparison. Error bars represent ±3uc based on ANOVA
analysis for each lot (n = 3 for RM 8671 lots) or from intermediate
precision data for PS 8670 Qualification [12]
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The three lots of RM 8671 were found to conform to previ-
ously observed results for PS 8670 for all size parameters mea-
sured to within the ±3uc control range listed in ESM Table S8.
The one-way two-tailed ANOVA, however, did reveal a minor
(nearly negligible, <0.03%) difference from PS 8670 in the
glycan occupancy. This difference may be attributable to ex-
pected minor variations in the cellular expression/production of
batches of material used for PS 8670 versus RM 8671.

All three lots of RM 8671were shown to be consistent with
one another in terms of monomeric purity, thioether content,
and glycan occupancy demonstrating good inter-lot homoge-
neity for these properties (ESM Table S8). Figure 5, for ex-
ample, demonstrates that each material was observed to con-
tain monomeric purity within ±3uc of one another. The current
data suggest that the bulk homogenization method used to
produce the RM 8671 lots was successful in producing highly
consistent, reproducible lots, thereby ensuring long term con-
sistency in product quality attributes.

Informational values

Flow imaging Flow imaging can be used for the analysis of
subvisible particles (2 μm to 100 μm in size) in suspension.
As a sample stream passes through a flow cell positioned in
the field of view of a microscopic system, bright-field images
are captured in successive frames. The digital images of the
particles present in the sample are stored in a database that can
be retrieved and analyzed for count, size, transparency, and
various other morphological parameters. Protein particle con-
centration is reported for one or more size bins as an equiva-
lent circular diameter (ECD), defined as the diameter of a
polystyrene microsphere with the same image area as the ob-
served particle. The subvisible protein particle content of RM
8671 lots was evaluated according to the optimized protocol
described previously [12]. Figure 6 shows representative im-
ages obtained for various particles in the three lots.

Table S13 (see ESM) shows the mean subvisible particle
concentrations (ECD ≥ 2 μm) in the PS 8670 and the three lots
of RM 8671. Each of the vials of PS 8670 was obtained from
the same rack of material, such that vial to vial variability due
to the fill process can be assumed to be negligible. The RM
8671 vials, on the other hand, were obtained from multiple
racks across the fill sequence. The CV (as calculated from
ESM Table S13) for the inter-vial variability of each of the
RM 8671 lots is on the same order as observed for PS 8670,
indicating little to no vial-to-vial heterogeneity with regard to
protein particle content was introduced by the filling process.
From Table S13 (see ESM), the variability appears to be high
even between vials in a particular lot; however, no clear trend
among the racks from which the samples were drawn was
observed. Due to the fragile nature of protein particles and
the sensitivity of particle production to small changes in vial
storage or handling, higher variability in particle concentration

is expected. It should be noted that even if the concentration of
particles were dissimilar from one vial to another, the amount
of protein present in the particles is very minute, on the order
of tens to several hundreds of ng/mL, corresponding to
<0.005% protein concentration in solution [12].

All three lots of RM 8671were shown to be consistent with
one another, as well as to the PS 8670 material with respect to
total particle content (within ±3SD). This indicates that the fill
finish sequence did not significantly introduce particulates in
the size range ≥ 2 μm and that consistent production of future
lots can be expected. Table S13 does, however, show a poten-
tial trend of increasing particle content with increasing lot
number. Trending of additional lots of material may be useful
in the future to discern if this is indeed a trend or within typical
lot-to-lot variability.

Dynamic light scattering To obtain a size distribution of par-
ticles ranging from 1 nm to 1 μm in size, dynamic light scat-
tering (DLS) was used. Particles in a solution move randomly
by Brownian motion and scatter light. By analyzing the fluc-
tuations in the intensity of the scattered light as a function of
time, the diffusion coefficient of the particles and consequent-
ly their size can be calculated. The hydrodynamic diameter of
RM 8671 lots was evaluated according to the optimized pro-
tocol described previously [12]. Table S14 (see ESM) shows
the mean hydrodynamic diameters of the samples from the
three lots, which ranged from 9.83 nm to 9.96 nm.

All three lots of RM 8671were shown to be consistent with
one another, as well as to the PS 8670 material with respect to
the mean hydrodynamic radius (within ±3SD). Each of the
three lots also showed similar particle profiles in the nanome-
ter range supporting the assertion that the vial filling process
for the RM 8671 material appears to be homogeneous across
all racks.

Identity

LC-UV-MS/MS peptide map The peptide mapping method ex-
amines RM 8671 primary structure by monitoring its trypsin
digested peptides, which are resolved using reverse-phase ul-
trahigh pressure liquid chromatography instrumentation
coupled to an ultraviolet wavelength detector and a high-
resolution mass spectrometer with electrospray ionization
source (together BLC-UV-MS/MS^). A chromatographic trace,
or peptide map, results from the signal generated as peptides
eluting from the LC column pass through the UV and MS
detectors producing Bpeaks^. Differing amino acid sequences
give each peptide unique chromatographic properties and the
presence of onlineMS/MS detection provides confident assign-
ment of primary structure based on mass and fragmentation
consistent with the predicted amino acid sequence.

LC-UV-MS/MS peptide mapping was performed on all
three lots of RM 8671 in parallel with PS 8670 according to
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the optimized protocol described previously [9]. Alignment of
the TIC and UV traces of the RM 8671 digest with the PS
8670 reference peptide map showed a high degree of similar-
ity upon visual inspection (Fig. 7). No trace had a unique or
missing peak as compared to the reference map.

Mean TIC retention times were calculated across quadru-
plicate injections of the PS 8670 digest and data from three of
the injections were used to calculate mean UVretention times.

The difference between means of the PS 8670 reference map
peak retention times and the corresponding peaks for the three
lots of RM 8671 was <2% for all peaks in the TIC and UV
chromatograms, indicating a high degree of similarity be-
tween PS 8670 and the RM 8671 lots.

To further confirm the identity of NISTmAb RM 8671,
data from its tryptic digest were submitted for peptide identi-
fication. Calculation of the sequence coverage for each tryptic

Fig. 7 Alignment of PS 8670
chromatogramwith RM 8671 lots
14-HB-D-001, 14-HB-D-002,
and 14HB-D-003
chromatograms. Tryptic digests
of PS 8670 and RM 8671 lots 14-
HB-D-001, 14-HB-D-002,
and14HB-D-003 (traces ordered
top to bottom) were analyzed by
LC-UV-MS and the similarity of
the resulting (A) TIC and (B) UV
chromatograms compared against
the reference peptide map
generated from the PS 8670
digest (top, black trace in panels a
and b). The initial five minutes of
the UV traces are not shown due
to the large difference in scale
between the relative levels of
absorbance of peaks detected
during the 0 min to 5 min period
and the 5 min to 90 min period

D-001 D-002

D-003

Fig. 6 Representative images of proteinaceous particles and their sizes (in equivalent circular diameter) obtained from 14HB-D-001, 14HB-D-002, and
14HB-D-003 analyses
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digest produced the same results as those described previously
for PS 8670 and lot 14HB-D-001 [9]. For all materials ana-
lyzed, sequence coverage of 96.89% was achieved for the
heavy chain and 100% for the light chain. This included full
coverage of the complementarity-determining regions
(CDRs). All post translational modifications identified for
the three RM 8671 lots were consistent with those previously
reported for PS 8670 [9]. The mass spectrometry results indi-
cated nearly complete pyroglutamination of the N-terminus,
moderate levels of the loss of C-terminal lysine, and low levels
of glycation, oxidation, and deamidation as previously report-
ed [9]. The similarity of the TIC and UV peptide maps of PS
8670 and RM 8671 as well as the matching peptide identifi-
cations confirmed the identity of RM 8671 as conforming to
PS 8670.

Stability

Each vial of RM 8671 contains 800 μL of a nominal 10 mg/
mL IgG1κmonoclonal antibody (NISTmAb) in 12.5 mmol/L
L-histidine, 12.5 mmol/L L-histidine -HCl- (pH 6.0)
(Formulation Buffer). RM 8671 is packaged and supplied to
the user in internal threaded polypropylene cryovials which
have been double packaged in a cardboard box with an insert
designed to securely fit the cryovials, and sealed in a laminate
foil pouch to prevent CO2 ingress. The double packaged RM
is shipped on dry ice and should remain frozen during ship-
ment. The material should be stored in a frozen state at −80 °C
immediately upon receipt and in all cases storage of the ma-
terial at −80 °C is preferred. In reality, no fill volume/format
will be amenable to all assays and end user purposes.
Therefore, a series of stability samples (preparation described
in ESM) were evaluated to determine the most extreme stor-
age conditions (referred to here as alternative storage condi-
tions) under which the sample yielded a measurement result
within ±3uc for a given method.

Storage stability evaluation was performed on RM 8671 lot
14HB-D-001 and extrapolated for all other RM 8671 lots.
Samples reserved for thaw/freeze stability and accelerated sta-
bility analyses were reserved as indicated in the ESM (see
Table S15 and Table S16). T/F samples were tested using
the qualified physicochemical assays or optimized informa-
tional value assays (at a minimum) described above after un-
dergoing an additional one to five T/F cycles with freeze tem-
perature at −80 °C or −20 °C. Accelerated stability samples
were analyzed using the qualified physicochemical assays or
optimized informational value assays described above at the
(0, 7, and 28) day time points described in the ESM (see
Table S16). The one day time points were also analyzed with
SEC to provide more fine-detail in excursions from the control
limits at elevated temperatures. Control charts for alternative
storage stability evaluations displaying measurement results
for the various stability conditions, with control range taken

as the mean value of the unstressed material (±2uc for UVand
±3uc for physicochemical assays), are depicted in Fig. 8. A
larger control range of ±3uc was utilized for physicochemical
assays compared to the concentrationmeasurement because of
the fewer degrees of freedom and increased measurement var-
iability observed during value assignment. In addition, the UV
concentration measurement is expected to be less sensitive to
degradation, yet deviations in concentration may have signif-
icant impact on other physicochemical measurements.

Control charts for alternative storage stability evaluations
with respect to informational value properties are displayed in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Informational value measurement results
utilized a stability control range taken as the mean value of the
unstressed material ±3SD.

Recommended maximum storage T/F cycles and
maximum storage time at a given temperature were set
(for each method individually) as the most extreme data
point that remained within the control range. NISTmAb
RM 8671 was shown to be quite stable with respect to
T/F according to UV, SEC, CE-SDS, and CZE. In all
cases the material produced a measurement result within
the control range for up to 5 T/F cycles. According to
Fig. 9, however, the T/F conditions appeared to show
particle concentrations near or outside of the defined
control regions, therefore it is recommended that T/F
not be performed for samples intended for flow imaging
analysis.

Elevated storage temperature and time did affect the mea-
surement results in some cases, as expected. Incubation at
40 °C for extended periods produced the most noticeable
change, with an increase in protein particulate content, appar-
ent hydrodynamic radius, and apparent concentration. SEC
results at 40 °C indicated an initial decrease in HMW species,
followed by an increase in LMW species beyond 7 days,
resulting in the parabolic behavior of Fig. 8C under this con-
dition. The kinetics were slowed under refrigerated condi-
tions, however, SEC results did fall outside of the control
range when stored at 4 °C for 28 days. Measurement results
for all other assays were shown to be within the control limits
during refrigerated storage for up to 28 days. In all cases,
storage of the material at −80 °C is preferred. If aliquot prep-
aration and/or storage at other than recommended conditions
are necessary, the maximum alternative storage condition
evaluated that yielded measurement results within the control
range for each method is listed in ESM Table S17 for refer-
ence values and ESM Table S18 for informational values and
peptide mapping.

Discussion

A comprehensive lifecycle management program including a
two-tiered in-house reference standard approach was modeled
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after industry best practices [10]. In order to serve as a com-
mon framework for pre-competitive innovation, a Reference
Material must be shown to be homogeneous, stable, and fit for

its intended use. The current manuscript describes in detail the
stratified sampling plan that was used in association with rig-
orously qualified analytical methods to assign reference

Fig. 8 Physicochemical method results for 14HB-D-001 under acceler-
ated stablity (left) and thaw/freeze conditions using (a) UV-Vis, (b) CZE,
(c) SEC, and (d) nrCE-SDS. The black lines indicate a control range taken

as the mean value of unstressed 14HB-D-001 ± 2uc for UV-Vis and ±3uc
for physicochemical assays
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values and ensure the quality of the NISTmAb RM 8671 [9,
11, 12]. Reference value assignment was performed in concert
with the in-house primary sample PS 8670 as a system suit-
ability control, the material for which the most historical ana-
lytical and biophysical attribute information was available
[6–8]. The initial methods selected were intended to be those
that were most pertinent to the stakeholder in ensuring a qual-
ity material, and thus included chemical and colloidal
stability/purity indicating assays along with a comprehensive
primary amino acid sequence confirmation.

The homogeneity assessment of each individual lot was
made at the time value assignment analyses were performed
using CZE, SEC, CE-SDS, FI, and DLS. There was no appar-
ent trend in the data with respect to vial/rack position within a
lot or when plotted against the sequence in which the samples
were prepared for any of the methods. Furthermore, compar-
ison of each of the initial three lots of RM 8671 demonstrated
statistical equivalence in all of the attributes measured.
Although each lot of RM 8671 is assigned its own individual
reference values, the intra- and inter-lot homogeneity indicates
a successful homogenization and vial filling process resulting
in consistent content and quality. It is therefore expected that
consistent measurement results will be attainable for RM 8671

for the foreseeable future provided the samples are handled
upon receipt as directed.

Stability with respect to physicochemical attributes was
evaluated based on extended thaw/freeze testing and storage
at various temperatures. In all cases, except for particle gen-
eration with multiple T/F cycles, the ability of the material to
withstand several T/F cycles and extended storage at 4 °C (as
indicated in Table S17 and Table S18 in the ESM) provides
users a variety of options to suit their individual testing needs.
Optimal storage for extended periods is in a frozen state at −80
°C. Prior to analysis, the vial should be removed from the −80
°C freezer and thawed at room temperature for approximately
30 min or until no residual ice crystals remain. Once thawed,
the vial should be gently inverted five times to alleviate any
concentration gradients that may have formed during the
freezing process. The vial should then be briefly spun in a
mini-centrifuge to settle any solution that may otherwise re-
main adhered to the lid or internal threads of the vial. When
handled according to the optimum storage conditions, RM
8671 is expected to result in physicochemical performance
within the assigned control range (ESM Table S17) for each
qualified physicochemical reference value method described
previously in this series [11, 12].

Fig. 9 Mean particle concentration (ECD ≥ 2 μm) results for 14HB-D-
001 under accelerated stablity (left) and thaw/freeze (right) conditions
using flow imaging. The black line indicates the upper control limit taken

as the mean value of unstressed 14HB-D-001 + 3SD and the error bars
represent ±1SD for the specific sample. Note that the 40 °C 28 day sample
(54,627 ml−1) is indicated with a straight line extending off of the graph

Fig. 10 Mean hydrodynamic diameter results for 14HB-D-001 under
accelerated stablity (left) and thaw/freeze (right) conditions using DLS.
The black lines indicate the control range taken as the mean value of

unstressed 14HB-D-001 ± 3SD and the error bars represent ±1SD for
the specific sample. Note that the 40 °C 28 day sample (143 nm) is
indicated with a straight line extending off of the graph
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RM8671 has demonstrated stability and homogeneity with
respect to the specified physicochemical properties using the
qualified methods described herein, and is consequently suit-
able as a Reference Material. Significant effort was made to
ensure lot-to-lot homogeneity and stringent method optimiza-
tion to produce measurements with minimal sample prepara-
tion artifacts. Ultimately the values, from a metrological per-
spective, are method-specific and intended as a baseline for
comparison of results from orthogonal, yet related assays that
may be performed in a given user’s laboratory. This measure-
ment approach, however, is indeed fit-for-purpose as the mea-
surement technologies selected are representative of the cur-
rent state-of-the-art in biopharmaceutical characterization.
The availability of a Reference Material along with the well-
defined analysis parameters reported throughout this publica-
tion series provides for the first time a foundation upon which
longitudinal advances in biopharmaceutical characterization
can be benchmarked. Future measurement technologies, re-
gardless of their mechanistic principles, can be traced back
to a consistent quality material of the same constituent product
quality attributes.

Advances in technology are inevitable, and will ultimately
be the future of higher-resolution product understanding. The
pre-competitive nature of NISTmAb RM 8671 makes it a
useful, open-innovation platform to demonstrate novel analyt-
ical and biophysical technologies and/or competencies within
an organization. It affords a common platform for discussion,
harmonization and advancement of analytical and biophysical
technologies as may be achieved through inter-laboratory
comparisons. The presence of a widely available industry
quality material, analyzed by countless permutations of every
analytical tool available, will produce the most expansive and
dynamic single protein characterization dataset to date.
Continued operation in the pre-competitive space offers an
unprecedented opportunity to harness these big data for devel-
oping foundational tools such as complex inter-method data
integration, modeling, and data visualization to guide next-
generation biopharmaceutical development.

Conclusions

Enactment of the NISTmAb RM 8671 quality plan is de-
scribed herein, demonstrating identity, quality, and stability
of this material with respect to its material properties. The
NISTmAb represents a first-of-its-kind Reference Material
intended for use in evaluating measurement technologies to
inform on specific attributes during therapeutic protein char-
acterization. With this unique role in mind, a novel lifecycle
management plan was developed including a two-tier in-
house reference standard system, industry-relevant concentra-
tion measurement, qualified physicochemical assays, and rel-
evant informational measurements. RM 8671 was verified to

be homogeneous both within and between vialing lots, dem-
onstrating the robustness of the lifecycle management plan. It
was analyzed in concert with the in-house primary sample PS
8670 to provide a historical link to this seminal material. RM
8671 was verified to be fit for its intended purpose as a tech-
nology innovation tool, external system suitability control,
and cross-industry harmonization platform. The pre-
competitive nature and long term availability of RM 8671
should provide a platform for monitoring the evolution of
therapeutic protein characterization.
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